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Who we are?

Our Products
1. Nylon Model

India Cubicle Solutions commenced in November 2015 
in India Washrooms and Change rooms manufacturing 
and installations. ICS offers wide range of cubicles 
from standard designs to customized, to suit a range of 
applications. Partitions are created to fit contemporary 
architectural design and modern design requirements. 
We work with you to determine the best option to cater 
to your specification, timeline and budget. With our      to your specification, timeline and budget. With our      
extensive knowledge and experience, we bring the best 
to you.

NYLON MODEL is our most popular and versatile 
system for washroom cubicles and is suitable for any 
commercial application particularly in areas where 
high traffic is expected, offering strength and durability 
to suit tough environments with value for money. 

The NYLON MODEL can be configured to suit any            The NYLON MODEL can be configured to suit any            
installation without compromising on style or                  
appearance. The NYLON MODEL system is, floor     
mounted on Nylon Legs and is overhead-braced            
providing extra strength.

Typical standard toilet cubicle size is 900mm wide x 
1500mm deep overall. For showers, this depth can be 
extended to 1800mm overall with the inclusion of a 
wing wall and shower seat. The NYLON SEREIS can 
also be manufactured to suit non-standard sizes in      
accordance with design and building requirements. 
Please refer TYPICAL SHOP DRAWING of this series.

Sizes and configurations

Heat & Bacteria resistant Polyamide privacy 
thumb turn

Extruded Anodized Aluminum U-Channel

Heat & bacteria resistant Polyamide door knob

Heat & bacteria resistant Polyamide coat hook

Hinges with heat & bacteria resistant Polyamide 
cover

AnnodisedAluminium Profile as top rail, ‘U’ and AnnodisedAluminium Profile as top rail, ‘U’ and 
Stopper Channel

Heat & bacteria resistant Polyamide adjustable 
leg

Heat & bacteria resistant Polyamide door stopper 
lining

NYLON MODEL Cubicle shall be equipped with 
the following accessories



2. Stainless Steel Model
SS MODEL is also our most popular and versatile 
system for washroom cubicles and is suitable for any 
commercial application, offering strength and                 
durability to suit tough environments with value for 
money. 

The SS MODEL can be configured to suit any                      The SS MODEL can be configured to suit any                      
installation without compromising on style and              
appearance. The SS MODEL system is floor mounted 
on SS legs. All accessories are made of steel 304 / 
316. U

Typical standard toilet cubicle size is 900mm wide x 
1500mm deep overall. For showers this depth can be 
extended to 1800mm overall with the inclusion of a 
wing wall and shower seat. The SS Series can also be 
made to suit non-standard sizes in accordance with 
design and building requirements. Please refer           
TYPICAL SHOP DRAWING of this series.

Sizes and configurations

Stainless Steel Privacy thumb turn

SS coated U channel

SS Door Knob.

SS Coat Hook.

SS Auto Return Hinges

SS Coated Aluminum Top Profile

SS Adjustable leg.SS Adjustable leg.

SS Door stopper lining

SS Model Cubicles shall be equipped with the
following accessories in Grades of SS 304 grade

3. Shoe Box Model
Shoe Box model consists of 12mm thick phenolic     
compact laminate for door, pilaster and divider panel 
completed with Stainless Steel accessories and all the 
necessary fittings in accordance with manufacturer’s 
details. 

This model gives a sturdy and reliable compact cubicle 
look to your design.

Thickness           12mm

Lockset             Stainless Steel indicator lock

Hinges             Stainless Steel heavy duty gravity hinge

Coat Hook           Stainless Steel coat hook cum door stopper

Pilaster             Footing Stainless Steel or Aluminium shoe box



4. PD Door Model
PD Door Model consists of 10mm or 12mm thick        
phenolic compact laminate for door completed with 
Nylon or Stainless Steel accessories, heavy duty            
Aluminium and all the necessary fittings in accordance 
with manufacturer’s details. 

Model Delta is designed with simple and durable look 
for ready brick walls.

5. Urinal Partitions

Each divider panel is equipped with SS L-clamp 
that attaches the divider to the wall.

SU-304 screws are used for fixing the divider 
panel to the wall

The partition panels are manufactured using 12 
mm thick compact laminate

As per international standards the gap of the       As per international standards the gap of the       
divider from the ground should be 500-600 mm.

The Structure

Strong resistance to impact

Long term stability

Non toxic & totally hygienic

Resistant to moisture & steam

Resistant to chemicals

Resistant to heat & cigarette burns

Extremely durable.Extremely durable.

Features of Compact Laminates

Thickness           12mm or 10mm (Optional)

Lockset             Nylon or Stainless Steel indicator lock

Hinges             Nylon or Stainless Steel heavy duty gravity hinge 
                Stainless Steel non-self closing hinge

Coat Hook           Nylon Coat hook or Stainless Steel coat hook cum door stopper

6. Compact Laminate
Compact Grade Laminate is a solid, high pressure and 
extremely durable decorative building Panel made from 
layers of quality Kraft papers impregnated with              
Phenolic resin, incorporating a clear overlay on both                
decorative faces, and manufactured under high           
pressure and temperature. The panel is a high                 
performance material and is used extensively in the 
construction of toilet cubicles, toilet showers, rest construction of toilet cubicles, toilet showers, rest 
rooms, partitions lockers & wall paneling etc. Compact 
laminates offer high resistance to water, heat and 
scratch.



Toilet and shower partition

Toilets

Toilet Partitions

Rest rooms

Changing rooms

Partitions

Rest room CubiclesRest room Cubicles

Cubicles

Shower Cubicles

Multipurpose Compact Laminate has a wide
field of applications.

7. Cleaning and Maintenance
The India Cubicle Solutions will give years of excellent service provided a few simple rules are followed:
Light dirt or stains can be removed easily with warm water and mild detergent. Stuborn marks should be removed using a 
non-abrasive cream cleaner or mild domestic bleach. Harsh abrasives of scouring powders should be avoided. Grease 
marks can be romoved with a proprietary paint and graffiti romover. Hair dyes, bleaches, caustic alkalis and strong mineral 
acids should be wiped should be wiped off within a short period.



Factory Address: Bangalore
INDIA CUBICLE SOLUTIONS

#31, Tank Bund Road, Jagajeevanram Nagar Main Road, Bangalore - 560026.

Branches

No. 5, Shanti layout main road,
Ramamurthy Nagar,
Bangalore - 560016.

D2A, Amity Apartments,
XS Real Estate, Padur,
Chennai - 603103.

Mob: +91-9880092223, +91-9916340790, Email: sales@indiacubicles.com
Website: www.indiacubicles.com

Ground Floor, Avni Heights,
Plot No:229, Ayyappa Soceity, 
Madhapur,
Near CGR International School,
Hyderabad - 500 082.


